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Abstract
Although reproducibility is a core tenet of the scientific method,
it remains challenging to reproduce many results. Tiwari et al.
recently found that they could only repeat 50% of published
simulation results in systems biology. We identified several
resources that investigators can leverage to make their
research more accessible, executable, and comprehensible by
others., Enhanced reproducibility would accelerate the devel-
opment of more sophisticated models that could inform preci-
sion medicine and synthetic biology.
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Introduction
One of the central pillars of the scientific method is
reproducibility [1], the ability of independent researchers
to reproduce results de novo without the aid of their
original investigators or their hardware and software. We
believe that such reproducibility would accelerate
computational science by making it easier for peer
www.sciencedirect.com
reviewers to quality control reported results and by
making it easier for investigators build upon reported
results. In particular, integrating models of multiple
biological subsystems into more comprehensive models
of entire cells and organisms will only be feasible if there

are high-quality components that are accessible and
reusable. Although attaining this degree of reproduc-
ibility is challenging, we believe that computational
scientists have access to all of the raw ingredients
needed to report repeatable results that other researchers
can recreate using the same data files, software tools,
and a similar computational environment.

Despite the importance of repeatability, many compu-
tational results are not repeatable. For example, Tiwari
et al. [2] recently found that they could only repeat 50%

of simulation results reported in systems biology. Similar
concerns have been reported in bioinformatics [3] and
other computational domains [4e6]. Taken together,
poor repeatability is currently an endemic problem to
computational research.

To enable the collaboration needed to achieve the more
comprehensive and more predictive models required for
synthetic biology and precision medicine, we believe
that each systems biology simulation result should, at a
minimum, be repeatable by independent investigators

using high-level descriptions of the models and simu-
lations that produced the result and the same software
that produced the result. Ideally, each step of the
workflow responsible for each simulation result should
be accessible and repeatable (Figure 1) [7]. This in-
cludes the data and knowledge used to inform the
experiment; the models involved in the experiment and
the processes used to construct and calibrate the
models; the simulations involved in the experiment and
their results; and the processes used to validate these
models and simulations.

Here, we outline the key information needed to repeat
each step of the typical systems biology simulation
workflow and provide practical recommendations for
conducting each step repeatably. Figure 1 summarizes our
recommendations on top of a depiction of the typical
systems biology simulation workflow. In the interest of
providing modelers actionable recommendations, we
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2 Mathematical Modelling
focus on the aspects of systems biology modeling and
simulation, such as forward numerical simulation, which
we believe modelers can conduct repeatably using readily
available tools. For further discussion about aspects of
modeling whose reproducibility remains in its infancy,
such as the calibration and static analysis of models, we
refer the reader to a recent more extensive review [8]. In
the interest of brevity, our recommendations also focus on

popular tools which we believe meet the needs of the
largest number of modelers. More comprehensive lists of
tools are available at https://cellml.org, https://petab.
readthedocs.io, http://sbml.org, and http://sed-ml/.

Toward repeatability and reproducibility
Repeating experimental data and knowledge: popular
data formats
Because computational models in systems biology are
typically based on experimental data and knowledge,
the ability to repeat simulation results requires this in-
formation to be published, ideally in a form that is both
readily understandable by other investigators and

machine-readable. In our opinion, there are many good
formats for sharing different types of data and knowl-
edge in different contexts. For example, the XLSX
format is often a good choice for publishing small data-
sets because most researchers are familiar with the
format and XLSX files are readily readable by both
humans (such as with Excel, as well as with free, open-
source tools such as LibreOffice and OpenOffice) and
machines (e.g. using the open-source pandas Python
package [9]). The comma-separated values (CSVs)
format can be a good choice when a group of in-

vestigators need to use a source code management
system such as Git to iteratively develop a dataset and
track and merge their changes. Where possible, we
recommend that investigators use formats such as
HDF5 [10], xarray [11], and Zarr (https://zarr.readthe)
that have greater capabilities to capture critical meta-
data such as information about the semantic meaning of
Figure 1
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the data, how it was processed, and the assumptions that
the processing employed. HDF5, xarray, and Zarr are
particularly well-suited for datasets that are large, hier-
archical, and/or multidimensional. RDF (Resource
Description Framework) -based formats such as BioPAX
[12] can be good choices for qualitative and relational
information, such as information about transcription
factor binding sites and proteineprotein interactions.

Whichever format investigators choose, it is critical to
include sufficient metadata for other investigators to be
able to understand and meaningfully reuse the data.

Repeating models: domain-specific model languages
Currently, models in systems biology are described using
a broad range of formats including textual descriptions
of equations in articles and supplementary materials;
code for programing languages such as C/Cþþ, Java,
MATLAB, Python, and R; and domain-specific abstrac-
tions such as CellML [13] and the Systems Biology
Markup Language (SBML) [14]. Many tools support
these formats. For example, SBML is supported by tools
such as BioNetGen [15], COPASI [16], PySB [17],

Tellurium [18], and Virtual Cell [19]. An extensive list
of tools for SBML models is available at http://sbml.org.

Although pioneering studies may need to use custom
formats to describe innovative models, these special-
purpose formats frustrate peer reviewers’ abilities to
review models and complicate investigators’ abilities to
reuse models. To facilitate quality control and collabo-
ration, where possible, we recommend that investigators
embrace formats such as CellML and SBML that pro-
vide valuable domain-specific abstractions.

We believe that the high degree of reusability that
domain-specific abstractions such as CellML and SBML
facilitate is nicely illustrated by the LaTeX document
preparation system developed by Knuth in the late
1970s [20]. LaTeX is a powerful format for describing
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textual documents, including complex documents that
contain numerous figures, tables, equations, references,
or meta sections such as tables of contents, glossaries,
and indices. Mathematicians and physicists commonly
use LaTeX to create journal articles and books. Typically,
LaTeX files are compiled to PDF files, which can then
be viewed by common PDF readers such as Acrobat.
Although the software that Knuth developed to compile

LaTeX files is no longer used, LaTeX files created over
40 years ago can still be edited and recompiled today
due to the abstractions that Knuth developed. For
example, a new paragraph could easily be inserted into
an old LaTeX file, and modern software could easily
recompile the revised LaTeX file to a new PDF. In this
sense, LaTeX files have a high degree of reusability.
Although the new PDF file would be easy to view, the
PDF file would be less reusable than its parent LaTeX
file in the sense that it would be more difficult to edit.
For example, it would be difficult to insert a paragraph

into the PDF file. Importantly, the abstractions provided
by LaTeX have also enabled developers to replace
Knuth’s original software with more user-friendly
versions.

We believe that the domain-specific abstractions pro-
vided by formats such as CellML and SBML are elegant
solutions to similar challenges to the reuse of systems
biology models. First, these abstractions often make
models easier to understand by enabling modelers to
describe models more similarly to their semantic bio-

logical meaning rather than describing models at a lower
level in terms of their mathematical representation. We
believe that this is key to facilitating model composition
and collaboration. Second, these abstractions simulta-
neously both provide the community a common lan-
guage for describing models and enable individual
investigators to execute models using specific algo-
rithms that are needed to simulate different scales or
simulate models built with different kinds or amounts of
data. We believe that this balances the community’s
needs both to collaborate and to model different sys-
tems and scales with different data and methods. For

example, these abstractions enable software developers
to use different algorithms to create simulation tools
optimized for specific kinds of simulations (such as stiff
sets of ordinary differential equations), while enabling
most models to be executed with most simulation tools
with similar results. Importantly, this ability to exchange
most models among most tools ensures that most
models will be reusable into the future, even if the
original software tool used to develop the model is no
longer available. For example, most SBML models
developed in the 2000s with tools such as Gepasi [21]

and Jarnac [22] and 2000’s era simulation algorithms can
still be executed with many of the modern tools cata-
loged at http://sbml.org such as COPASI [16], Tellurium
www.sciencedirect.com
[18], and Virtual Cell [19] which implement modern
algorithms.

Irrespective of which formats investigators choose to
use, it is important to include metadata that enables
others to evaluate and reuse models. At a minimum,
models should include information about the meaning
of each variable and equation and how the model was

constructed, calibrated, and validated [23e25]. Where
possible, this information should be provided in a
structured form that is understandable by machines.
The Systems Biology Graphical Notation [26,27] can be
used to provide diagrammatic summaries of the mean-
ings of models. In many cases, modelers can use tools
such as SBMLsqueezer [28] and SemGen [29] and
ontologies such as the Systems Biology Ontology [30]
and the Ontology of Physics for Biology [31] to
concretely describe the meaning of the biology repre-
sented by models. New formats and ontologies must be

developed to help modelers better capture the data,
assumptions, and design decisions used to construct
models. PEtab [32] is an emerging standard for
capturing model calibrations.

Repeating simulations: simulation experiment
description markup language, kinetic simulation
algorithm ontology, and the COMBINE archive format
In most cases, it is important to not only share models,
but to also share information about how models should
be simulated and the software tools needed to execute
such simulations. We recommend that modelers use the
Simulation Experiment Description Markup Language
(SED-ML) [33] and the Kinetic Simulation Algorithm

Ontology (KiSAO) [30] to describe simulations of
models. Recently, we expanded the application of SED-
ML beyond kinetic simulations to flux balance, quali-
tative, and rule-based simulations [34]. When SED-ML
cannot be used, instructions for simulating models can
be provided as scripts or workflows.

In principle, information about the algorithm required
for a simulation should be sufficient for its repetition. In
practice, the large diversity of simulation algorithms
used in systems biology, their complexity, and the lack of

multiple implementations of many algorithms means
that specific software tools are often needed to repeat
specific studies. Therefore, we recommend that in-
vestigators use the BioSimulators registry of simulation
tools to share and access software implementations of
specific algorithms (https://biosimulators.org).

Because multiple files are often required to repeat a
simulation, it is important for these files to be distrib-
uted together in a format that preserves their links. We
encourage investigators to use the COMBINE

(COmputational Modeling in BIology NEtwork) archive
Current Opinion in Systems Biology 2021, 27:100350
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format [35] to bundle such files. COMBINE archives
are zip files that include manifest files that describe
their contents. The COMBINE archive format is
supported by a growing number of software tools and
model repositories.

Validating models and simulations: software
engineering methods and expert curation
Before data and models are shared with the community,
it is important for authors to verify their findings to help
ensure that other investigators focus their efforts on

building upon correct results. For the most part, model
verification in systems biology is still ad hoc and piece-
meal. We believe that many investigators could enhance
the quality of their data and models by adopting pro-
cesses that are widely used in software engineering.
Three powerful techniques that are used in software
engineering to quality control complex systems are unit
testing, test coverage analysis, and continuous integra-
tion (CI) [36,37].

A unit test is a small computer program that evaluates

whether a part of a software system functions as inten-
ded. Typically, a unit test for an individual part of a
software system checks that the part produces the ex-
pected outputs for a range of inputs. To verify that a part
of a software system functions as intended across all
possible inputs, unit tests often focus on checking each
edge case. For example, a unit test for a function that
parses a CSV file into an array of numbers could check
that the method creates a non-empty array for a non-
empty CSV file and an empty array for an empty CSV
file. To check whether a part of a software system is

adequately tested, engineers typically use coverage
analysis tools to identify the lines of their code which
their tests did not execute. Engineers then add addi-
tional test cases to check that these lines function as
intended. Because software, like models and simula-
tions, is often developed iteratively, with additional ca-
pabilities slowly added over time, it is often important to
ensure that software maintains its initial capabilities as
new capabilities are added. To help ensure that software
maintains its capabilities, engineers often use CI sys-
tems to automatically execute all of their unit tests each

time they edit the code for their software. Used effec-
tively, CI systems can help developers identify problems
quickly, at a stage when they are easy to fix.

Because computational models have many similarities to
software, and because there are many more tools for
quality controlling software than for models, we
encourage modelers to apply unit testing and CI to
models. First, we encourage modelers to develop a list of
tests that evaluate whether their model produces ac-
curate predictions across all of the conditions that their

model captures and across all of the predictions that
their model can make. For example, tests for a model of
Current Opinion in Systems Biology 2021, 27:100350
the metabolism of a bacterium could check that the
model accurately predicts how quickly the bacterium
grows and how quickly it consumes nutrients across a
range of tested growth media. Such unit tests can be
organized using domain-independent frameworks such
as Python’s unittest module or domain-specific frame-
works such as MEMOTE [38] and SciUnit [39].

Second, we encourage investigators to use cloud-based
CI systems linked to Git repositories such as CircleCI
and GitHub Actions to automatically execute their tests
each time they revise their data, models, or code [40e
42]. Both CircleCI and GitHub Actions are free for
most open-source projects.

Although we believe that authors should bear most of
the responsibility for reporting repeatable results, we
also believe that independent curation services and
journals should also help authors publish reusable re-

sults. Ultimately, we hope that journals only accept ar-
ticles that meet a minimum threshold, such as providing
a publicly accessible and repeatable version of each
simulation experiment.

Because of the complexity of modern computational
research and the limited resources that investigators
have for peer review, we believe that dedicated curation
services are needed both to help investigators organize
their work for reuse by others and help journals rigor-
ously evaluate the repeatability of submitted work. For

example, our Center for Reproducible Biomedical
Modeling (https://reproduciblebiomod els.org) has
begun to provide PLoS Computational Biology [43] reports
of the repeatability of computational results submitted
to the journal. These reports outline whether the results
reported by the authors can be repeated and whether
the authors provide sufficient instructions for others to
utilize their work. Others have recently launched similar
efforts with the American Journal of Political Science [44],
Biostatistics [45], and Physiome [46]. The Journal of Open
Source Software [47] provides similar services for scien-
tific software.

Publishing data, models, and simulation tools:
domain-specific repositories
Over the past decade, it has become easier to publish
data, models, simulations, and the software needed to
reuse them. Popular avenues for sharing data, models,
and simulations include supplementary materials to
papers; code repositories such as GitHub; domain-
independent data repositories such as figshare [48],
Dryad [49]), Harvard Dataverse (https://dataverse.
harvard.edu), and Zenodo [50]; and domain-specific
repositories such as BioModels [51], OpenSeek
[52,53], and the Physiome Model Repository (PMR)

[54,55] for models, RunBioSimulations [34] for simu-
lations, and BioSimulators for simulation tools. We
www.sciencedirect.com
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recommend that investigators use domain-specific re-
positories such as BioModels, the PMR, and RunBioSi-
mulations that provide the community helpful
interfaces for discovering and exploring models and
simulations and that provide permanent storage with
persistent identifiers.

Popular avenues for sharing the software needed to

reuse data and models include code repositories such as
GitHub and software package management systems
such as CRAN and PyPI. Recently, Docker images and
image repositories such as BioContainers [56] and
Docker Hub have become a popular way to share soft-
ware [57]. Such images make it easier for developers to
share the often complex computational environments
needed to use scientific software. Similar to our rec-
ommendations for data, model, and simulation re-
positories, we encourage developers to share simulation
software tools through domain-specific repositories such

as BioSimulators and bio.tools [58] which provide the
community helpful interfaces for finding relevant tools.
Conclusion
Adoption of domain-specific formats such as CellML,

SBML, and SED-ML over the past 20 years has
advanced the repeatability of computational systems
biology studies. At present, many models are publicly
accessible from repositories such as BioModels and
PMR, the models available from these repositories often
include basic metadata about model elements, and
these models can often be reused with multiple simu-
lation software tools. As a result, by some estimates
approximately 50% of published results can be repeated
with reasonable effort.

Despite this progress, computational systems biology

still has a long way to go to make many models repro-
ducible and reusable. Key gaps in our ability to fully
reuse models include limited tools for capturing the data
and assumptions used to build models; limited adoption
of newer formats such as PEtab, SED-ML, and the
COMBINE archive format for describing model cali-
brations, specifying simulations, and bundling entire
studies; and limited adoption of structured approaches
to verifying models such as unit testing and CI.
Furthermore, our scientific culture continues to under-
prioritize and under-reward reproducible research

[59e64].

We believe that many of these issues can be tackled by
increased adoption of community standards by existing
tools and the development of new tools that fill the gaps
in between them. In addition, independent curation
services and public model repositories could play a vital
role in teaching investigators how to conduct research
more reproducibly, helping researchers prepare their
work for dissemination, and helping authors and journals
www.sciencedirect.com
evaluate the reproducibility of results submitted for
publication.

Finally, we feel that it is critically important to shift the
culture of science to more strongly value reproducibility
and reusability. Because computational systems biology
is not an isolated field, this issue must be addressed
systemically across science and throughout the world.

Together, increased adoption of existing domain re-
sources, targeted development of new tools, expanded
curation services, and a cultural shift toward reproduc-
ibility could substantially enhance the reproducibility
and reusability of computational systems biology. In
turn, more reusable scientific building blocks could
dramatically accelerate systems biology and the attain-
ment of ambitious goals such as comprehensive
computational models of cells and organisms that could
underpin personalized medicine in the future.
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